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Abstract. Blockchain technology may disrupt industries by disintermediation.
Hence, it challenges market-oriented platforms like Amazon or Facebook as
intermediaries. In the case of blockchain-based platforms, if there may be no
platform owner as an intermediary, the different sides of a platform will still
need to be orchestrated by platform governance. Following this, blockchainbased platforms must also have mechanisms for orchestrating their platform
sides. These mechanisms of blockchain-based platforms may differ from
traditional platform governance. This research aims to enhance the
understanding of governance mechanisms of blockchain-based platforms. For
this purpose, a case study is conducted to analyze the governance mechanisms
and their manifestations. Therefore, the initial governance mechanisms were
taken from research on platforms. As a result, blockchain specific
characteristics of governance mechanisms were identified.
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1

Introduction

In recent years innovative business models emerged based on various platforms [1].
Firms providing platforms often dominate their target markets, like Alphabet
(Google) the internet search market or Amazon the market for online book shopping
[2]. Furthermore, emerging online platforms challenge traditional industries, like
Airbnb the lodging, Uber the cab market and Netflix the entertainment industry [3].
At the same time, most of the valuable firms offer platforms (e.g., Alphabet or Apple)
and exceed the value of industrial firms like ExxonMobil or Boeing [4]. These firms
operate multi-sided platforms and offer their products or services to several sides,
e.g., buyers and sellers or advertisers and consumers [5]. Therefore, they have to
manage the coordination of these platform sides [6]. Research in information systems
(IS) has been investigating the reasons for the success of these platforms from various
perspectives for several years [7]. Thereby, the area of platform governance became a
focus of attention for orchestration of the different user sides of platforms and to
manage their behavior on these platforms [8–10].
From a technological point of view the blockchain technology might be one of the
greatest innovations in recent years [11]. Its first implementation was the
cryptocurrency Bitcoin. Afterwards, Ethereum was introduced, which offers a wider
scope of applications including a scripting language. Following this, manifold types
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of applications and use cases have arisen, which were not limited to the financial
industry (e.g., [12–15]). By this widespread application there is a potential of
disruption by blockchain, which can be seen in various ways (e.g., [13, 14, 16–19]).
Hence, blockchain provides the possibility for decentralization and disintermediation
by trust in the system instead of trust in counterparties or intermediaries [11].
Considering traditional platforms as trusted intermediaries between the sides of a
platform [8] and blockchain technology as a possibility for disintermediation [20] the
question arises how blockchain-based platforms are governed and whether there are
differences to the governance of traditional platforms. Consequently, the theory on
platforms governance needs to be extended to take the specific features emerging by
blockchain technology into account. Especially the governance of platforms might
shift to decentralized forms [21, 22]. This leads to the following research question:
“How are governance mechanisms implemented in blockchain-based platforms?”
The remainder of this article is structured as follows: First, we give a theoretical
background about platform governance and blockchain technology and introduce the
used research methodology. Afterwards, we present the results of the analysis and
discuss them. Finally, the article finishes with a conclusion including suggestions for
further research.

2

Theoretical Background

2.1

Platform Governance

In literature manifold definitions of platforms and ecosystems can be found. For
example Reuver et al. [23] distinguished in their review between digital and nondigital platforms, whereby the main component of a digital platform is an extensible
codebase and the possibility to add third party modules. In contrast, Thomas et al.
[24] identifed in their review four research streams: organizational, product family,
market intermediary and platform ecosystems. They also identifed the market
intermediary stream as the fastest growing one. Additionally, Schreieck et al. [7]
found more than 20 different definitions of platforms. They differentiate between
technology-oriented and market-oriented perspectives on platforms, which are not
mutually exclusive. The technology-oriented perspective is defined as “a set of stable
components that supports variety and evolvability in a system by constraining the
linkages among the other components” [25] and investigates hard- and software
platforms. In contrast, the market-oriented perspective is defined as “Markets, where
users’ interactions with each other are subject to network effects and are facilitated by
a common platform provided by one or more intermediaries” [26] and it focuses on
marketplaces and communities.
Platform governance refers to the mechanisms used to control the platform. The
current state of research was investigated by Schreieck et al. [7] and Hein et al. [27] in
literature reviews, whereby the review of Hein et al. identified 15 governance
mechanisms, which were assigned to 6 dimensions, shown in Table 1. In the
following, these governance mechanisms are described.
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Table 1. Platform Governance Mechanisms

Dimension
Governance structure

Resources & documentation
Accessibility & control

Trust & perceived risk
Pricing
External relationship

Mechanisms
Governance structure
Decision rights
Ownership status
Platform transparency
Platform boundary resources
Output control & monitoring
Pnput control, securing
Platform accessibility
Platform control
Platform openness
Strengthen trust
Reduce perceived risk
Pricing
External relationship management

The structure of platform governance can be centralized or decentralized, whereby it
is diffused among the different stakeholders of the platform [28]. The next
governance mechanism is decision rights and their division between the platform
owner and complementors. In particular, this means who has the authority and duty to
make decisions in the platform [9]. Moreover, the ownership structure of a platform
can be single or shared ownership [5]. If one side owns the platform this has an
impact on network effects, which do not arise symmetrically [29].
In the dimension resources & documentation the platform transparency has been
identified as a key element between the platform and its complementors. The
intention to contribute to the platform is determined by the perceived transparency
and accessibility of a platform. Moreover, attracting experts on a platform may
increase its success and innovation. Furthermore, the perceived openness of a
platform can be leveraged [30]. The mechanism boundary resources relates to
capabilities offered by the platform owner (e.g., APIs, SDKs or other tools). The
platform can enhance its complementors or users by making these resources available
[31].
The dimension accessibility describes the mechanisms related to the openness of a
platform. Its participants perceive a platform as open in terms of transparency and
accessibility [30]. Moreover, opening a platform can increase the market size in most
cases and can be considered at several levels [5, 32]. In addition, openness of a
platform can be reached by giving competitors access to the platform or by giving up
control over the platform [33].
The dimension control relates to formal and informal control mechanisms. First,
formal control mechanisms are output and process control. In order to control the
output, the platform owner specifies criteria to evaluate the complementors output and
afterwards to reward or penalize them [9]. Moreover, it can enhance the platform’s
scope and is often combined with increased control of the output, called securing [31].
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The process control describes procedures, methods and rules, which should be used
for the desired output [8, 34]. In contrast to other control mechanisms the informal
ones are usually not documented [9, 34].
Next, trust & perceived risk contains the mechanism for enhancing the user’s trust
in the platform and reducing their perceived risk [28, 35].
Another mechanism is pricing in form of transaction or access fees. It describes
who is able set the price and what prices are set for the sides of the platform [8]. By
unequal pricing for different sides it is possible to leverage network effects. For
example, network effects can enhance in a two-sided platform network by setting a
lower price for one side. For the other side a higher price can be charged for
generating revenues [29]. Moreover, the pricing is influenced by the decision of
permitting the use of complementary platforms [36].
The last mechanism external relationship describes the management of external
relations as a capability. For example, it can be used to strengthen the platform’s
boundaries [37] or to utilize external resources and capabilities [38].
2.2

Blockchain Technology

The concept of blockchain is a kind of distributed ledger technology. It is a distributed
storage of transaction data, which is synchronized among various participants in the
network, called nodes. Changing data is difficult, because of consensus mechanisms,
which are used for validation and depend on the design of the blockchain [39]. The
main features of blockchain technologies are decentralization, data integrity and
security, transparency, auditability and automation [40]. Additionally, some
blockchains support smart contracts. These event driven programs are stored in a
blockchain and are executed on it [41]. In the following a brief description of
consensus mechanisms and a conceptual classification of blockchain designs is given.
Afterwards, related research on blockchain technology is described.
The most common used consensus mechanisms are Proof-of-Work (PoW), Proofof-Stake (PoS) and Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT). In PoW computing
power is used to calculate a hash value of a block of transactions whereby the target is
specified. This mechanism uses a lot of computer power and has therefore the highest
energy consumption. As opposed to this, PoS uses the account balance of participants
to select which one verifies the next block. This mechanism uses less energy than
PoW. Lastly, PBFT is a mechanism that tolerates byzantine faults. For that, it uses
three consecutive voting rounds with participation of 2/3 of the network. Other
consensus mechanisms may be Delegated-PoS among others [42].
A common classification of blockchain technology uses its openness. In a public
blockchain, anyone can read and submit transactions while a private blockchain is
restricted to defined participants. Additionally, the verification can be categorized to
permissionless blockchains, where anyone can validate transactions or permissioned
blockchains in which the ability to validate transactions is restricted [40, 43]. The
classification of openness leads to three types of blockchains: private, public and
federated. A private blockchain is typically private and permissioned whereas for a
public blockchain the opposite is true, namely public and permissionless. In between
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both extremes, there are federated blockchains, also named hybrid or consortium
blockchains. These do not follow the strict partition of public or private and can have
different settings [42, 44].
The research on blockchain technology and its amount in various research fields is
increasing. In the field of research on IS the largest part is devoted to design research
and conceptual research [45]. The question whether the blockchain technology is
disruptive or not is examined from different perspectives. Research shows the
disruptive potential of blockchain in finance [18] and that is not limited to this area
[19]. Moreover, its disruptive potential in general was analyzed and it was shown that
it is rather an evolution of existing business models than a disruption [46]. Other
research focuses on the adoption of blockchain technologies in enterprises [47].
Furthermore, the human acceptance of blockchain was examined by the example of
cryptocurrencies [48]. Additionally, there are a few classification frameworks for
blockchain. One study delivers an ontology based on different layers for the
components of a blockchain system [49] and another one creates a taxonomy of
distributed consensus systems [50]. Also an evaluation framework for the value of
distributed consensus systems was designed [51].
Furthermore, governance mechanisms of blockchain were examined using the
example of land registries. The theoretical background of this work are governance
archetypes of free and open source software development. The result is a blockchain
specific type of governance called tribal governance [22]. Based on this, the
governance of blockchain projects in various domains was analyzed using an
explorative approach [52]. In addition, governance of blockchain-based organizations
was examined by the example of cryptocurrencies using corporate governance
mechanisms from organizational research. For this, internal governance at the
blockchain level, at the protocol level and at the organizational level and external
governance at the community level, at the social and at the media level was used [53].
Moreover, Beck et al. [21] investigate governance mechanisms of blockchain-based
platforms by a common data governance framework using the dimensions decision
rights, accountability, and incentives.

3

Methodology

We apply a multiple case analysis according to Yin [54] to answer the research
question on the governance mechanisms on blockchain-based platforms. This is
appropriate, because we want to identify characteristics of governance mechanisms
applied by blockchain-based platforms. Additionally, a multiple case study can
enhance the strength and the robustness of the results [55]. Because of this, we
searched via web-search for blockchain-based platforms with underlying business
models of common market-based platforms, like social networks or marketplaces,
which had to match the following inclusion criteria. First, it has to be a marketoriented platform matching the definition given above. Second, the platform has to
use blockchain technology as a key feature. Third, it has to offer a service to
customers and should not only exist in the state of a concept. Moreover, it has to
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provide its services in English language. Thereby, we select three platforms with
different underlying business models and also using different blockchain
technologies. Finally, we add a fourth platform to the list, which is using a similar
underlying business model and the same underlying blockchain technology like an
already included one. The selected platforms are described in the beginning of the
following chapter.
For the case study, we reviewed public available documentations of the selected
platforms. These data include websites, developer guidelines, press articles and blog
posts. Furthermore, we tested the platforms themselves if possible. As a starting point
for the analysis we have used the structure of Hein et al. [27], because it is the most
comprehensive framework on platform governance including the market-oriented
perspective according to the authors' knowledge. On this basis, the available data
were analyzed according to the platform governance mechanisms taken from the
literature. In this process, we identify blockchain specific characteristics of these
mechanisms. Subsequently, we compared the characteristics of the respective
mechanisms.

4

Multiple Case Study

4.1

Description of the Case Companies

For the multiple cases study we select a social network, a marketplace of virtual
goods and two service platforms, which offer marketplaces for freelancers and their
employers. The selected platforms are listed in Table 2.
Table 2. Selected Case Platforms

Platform

Business model

Underlyin
g
blockchain

Steemit
Dmarket
Blocklancer
Ethlance

Social network
Marketplace
Service platform
Service platform

Steem
Exonum
Ethereum
Ethereum

Openess of the
blockchain
public/permissionless
private/permissioned
public/permissionless
public/permissionless

Consensus
mechanism
dPoS
PBFT
PoW
PoW

As a social network we select Steemit. It is open source in back- and frontend and it
uses its own blockchain called Steem, which is a public and permissionless blockchain
using delegated PoS for consensus. For a marketplace we select Dmarket, on which
virtual goods can be traded directly or via auctions. It offers good trading on the
Steam Community Market, which it uses as a payment provider, or direct trading
between the participants. For accounting, it uses the blockchain framework Exonum,
which uses a kind of PBFT as consensus. As a service platform, we select
Blocklancer, which matches freelancers and their potential employers by direct offers,
a bidding schema, etc. It uses the public available blockchain Ethereum. Additionally,
we select Ethlance offering the same services, without a platform provider.
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4.2

Results of the Analysis

This section describes the results of the different cases. Therefore, we refer the
identified characteristics of governance mechanisms to the dimensions of platform
governance given above. The Table 3 summarizes these findings using the structure
of dimensions and mechanisms from Hein et al. [27].
Governance structure: This dimension shows centralized ownership along all
analyzed platforms, except Ethlance. Although Steemit is open source in the frontend,
so anyone can contribute to the code, there is still a platform operator. The same
applies to Blocklancer. In contrast, Ethlance has no operator. However, there are
differences in the decision rights and the governance structure. The shared decision
rights at Dmarkt are the only ones based only on pricing. In contrast, Steemit and
Blocklancer delegate some decision rights to their users. Therefore, Steemit uses a
kind of delegated proof of stake, so the users can vote for the peers to which they
want to delegate the creation of new blocks. Thus, the decision about the validity of
the data is no longer with the platform owner or operator but with the users. In
addition, Blocklancer shared their decision rights. They use a dispute mechanism
called “Token Holder Tribunal”, on which token holders can participate. This
mechanism has the power to decide about the payment of the freelancers or refund the
employer. Although Ethlance has the most decentralized approach giving up all
decisions about the platform, the community of developers make decisions about the
platform.
Resources & documentation: In the mechanism of documentation, nearly all
analyzed platforms offer the same basic features, but they vary in the scope of their
documentations. The same holds for boundary resources. For example, APIs are just
offered by Steemit and Dmarket, which do not use the public Ethereum blockchain.
Another form of boundary resources appears in form of tokens. Especially Steemit
and Blocklancer use tokens for the participation on decision rights. These tokens can
be earned by using the platform or be bought at an external exchange. The
transactional data stored on the blockchain is often public, while master data in
general is not stored on it. Only Ethlance has no own account management and uses
an Ethereum wallet for this.
Accessibility & control: This mechanism shows a few varieties between the
platforms. First, most of them have no access restrictions except from a registration
and the use of an account. In addition, some have waiting times to enter the platforms
or use features of it. Steemit requires in addition a telephone number for the
registration, which should prevent fake accounts. Blocklancer acts similar and
requires a buy-in to participate in its dispute mechanism, which should prevent frauds.
Blocklancer may also request additional information in case of withdrawals. For
adding a profile or something similar on Ethlance an amount of Ether is necessary to
pay the transaction fees on the Ethererum blockchain.
All platforms considered are transparent and offer free access to their transactional
data and provided processes. Nevertheless, the degree of transparency depends on the
used type of blockchain. Using a public blockchain, like Steemit, Blocklancer or
Ethlance, allows anyone to view the transactional raw data. Even more open are
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Blocklancer and Ethlance, which use smart contracts and thus its business logic is
transparent. Compared with this, Dmarket uses a private blockchain and offers
reading access to the transactional data, which is close to a public blockchain.
Additionally, most of the platforms are open source, so anyone interested can
examine the code. However, in most cases the platform operator does not give
insights to the running systems.
Table 3. Results of the case analysis

Steemit

Dmarket

Blocklancer

Ethlance

Dimension Governance structure
Mechanisms Governance structure, decision rights, ownership
Semi-centralized;
decision rights shared,
ownership central

Semi-centralized;
decision rights shared,
ownership central

Semi-centralized;
decision rights shared,
ownership central

Decentralized;
decision rights shared,
ownership distributed

Dimension Resources & documentation
Mechanisms Transparency, Boundary resources
Documentation, APIs

Light documentation,
APIs

Documentation, tokens,
blockchain

Light documentation,
blockchain

Dimension Accessibility & control
Mechanisms Accessibility, openness, process control
Identity verification &
waiting time;
Smart Contracts;
public blockchain

Mechanisms
Community standards;
“Special user groups”

Mechanisms
Up- & Downvotes;
incentives

No restrictions;
private blockchain
with reading access

Buy-in & waiting time;
Smart Contracts; Public
blockchain

Cryptocurrency
(Ether),
Smart Contracts;
public blockchain

Community standards

None

Input control, securing
None

Output control, monitoring
Profiles

Profiles, ratings;
incentives

Profiles, experiences

Dimension Trust & perceived risk
Mechanisms Strengthen trust, reduce perceived risk
Delegation of
decision rights

Underlying technology

Shared governance
accountability

Underlying
technology

Fees by freelancers;
costs of carrying for
tokens

Transaction fees

Dimension Pricing
Mechanisms Pricing
Fees (Marketing,
Donations)

Fees by seller

Dimension External relationships
Mechanisms External relationship management
Strategic partnership
with underlying
technology

Dependency on
underlying technology

Dependency on
underlying technology

Dependency on
underlying
technology; Strategic
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partnership

In process control smart contracts are used. By this, processes might be frozen and
cannot be changed easily, e.g., without a migration to a new smart contract. A
different form of decentralized process control occurs at Blocklancer. It uses the
dispute mechanism for controlling the payment processes and has a decentralized
form of process control.
For the mechanisms input control and securing only half of the analyzed platforms
use community standards. Only Steemit goes one step further and delegates the input
control to groups of users.
For the mechanisms output control and monitoring all platforms use profiles.
Additionally most of them use related features, like ratings, experiences or up- and
downvotes. The use of incentives for output control is used by Steemit and
Blocklancer. Both stimulate their output by this.
Trust & perceived risk: The platforms use transparency of transactions for building
trust, so anyone is able to view the data. The same transparency occurs for business
logic by using smart contracts. Additionally, a distributed system hosts the data
instead of a single platform owner. Hence, in a public blockchain system anyone can
access the pseudonymized data. Furthermore, the platforms delegate the prevention of
data manipulations to the users by different consensus mechanisms. One-step further
goes Blocklancer, which also delegates parts of the governance structure in form of
the dispute mechanism and Steemit, which delegates some decision rights to token
holders.
Pricing: The platforms use advertising, subscription and transaction fees. Thereby,
Dmarket and Blocklancer charge only one side of its market (seller or freelancers).
Additionally, costs of carry occur for tokens, which have to be hold, e.g., for
participating in the dispute mechanism.
External relationships: This last dimension shows dependencies on the underlying
blockchain technology. Steemit uses its own blockchain technology and therefore has
to participate in the ongoing development of it. Dmarket uses an external framework.
Hence, it is dependent on its owner. In contrast, Blocklancer and Ethlance use the
widely used blockchain Ethereum and are dependent from the community of open
source development. In addition, some of the platforms have a strong and strategic
relationship to other technology providers, like the peer-to-peer storing network
InterPlanetary File System, or other strategic partners, like district0x for Ethlance.

5

Discussion

The objective of this article is to explore platform governance mechanisms, which are
used in blockchain-based platforms. Therefore, we focus on the market-oriented
perspective of platforms. Following the idea of shifting governance mechanisms
caused by blockchain technology [21, 22], we apply a multiple case study using the
platform governance mechanisms described by Hein et al. [27]. Hence, we identify
new characteristics in several platform governance mechanisms, which are caused by
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blockchain-technology and shift parts of the governance from the platform provider to
its users.
Altogether, the blockchain technology enables decentralized and distributed forms
of decision rights and governance structures on platforms, but the ownership remains
often at the platform operator. First, in case of governance structure the decision
rights about the validity of the data and about disputes are shifted to the users of the
platform. However, both depend on design features of the used type of blockchain and
thus on the technological capabilities. Hence, Blocklancer and Ethlance have
decentralized decision rights about the validity by using a blockchain with PoW as
consensus while Steemit uses dPoS as consensus and has a semi decentralized form of
decision rights. This semi decentralized structure can be shifted back to a centralized
structure, if the chosen voters are controlled by a few users [53]. This also applies to
the dispute mechanism of Blocklancer, which is based on the assumption of a
distributed group. In case of Dmarket, which uses a kind of PBFT as consensus, there
are no decentralized decision rights. Some of the platforms abandon the control over
their source code by releasing it as open source. This can be interpreted as giving up
the control and ownership of the platform [21]. Nevertheless, behind these open
source communities might be a centralized control by funding, e.g., by hired
developers [53].
In the research of platform governance the role of data as a boundary resource is
underexplored [7]. By using blockchain technology, anyone can look into the data of
a platform. Nevertheless, the data remains a kind of boundary resource and cannot be
transferred easily outside of the platform and of the underlying blockchain.
Additionally, tokens are a blockchain specific form of boundary resource, which can
create a kind of lock-in effect. First, they are not easy transferable to other platforms
or blockchains without intermediaries, like exchanges, and second, some decision
rights or incentives might belong to their ownership.
The accessibility of the blockchain-based platforms do not differ from traditional
ones, but there are differences in the transparency of them. In contrast to traditional
platforms, they provide more insights into their transactional data. However, the
degree of transparency depends on the type of used blockchain. By using a public
blockchain anyone can view the transactional data while a federated or private
blockchain does not provide this by default. For example, Dmarket provides these
insights voluntary to anyone. This can also be provided with traditional technologies.
As previous research has shown, blockchain-based platforms do not delegate the
specification of control mechanisms, but instead the accountability for control
mechanisms is delegated to the blockchain, once the mechanisms are specified in the
network [21], e.g., by the use of a smart contract. The platforms also provide
incentives for output control to their users. For example, Steemit offers incentives for
delivering content to the platform. Similarly, Blocklancer offers incentives for
participation in its dispute mechanism. This is similar to other platforms, which use
rewards for output control [9].
The perceived trustworthiness of the analyzed platforms is based mainly on the use
of blockchain-technology. Due to its transparent design, it can be seen as a trust-free
system [56]. Thereby the trust in the technology depends among others on its
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decentralization and transparency [57], but also on usage-related, personal and
boundary factors [58]. Additionally, there is also a need for trust in the blockchain
operators or developers [49]. The same applies to the provider of the user’s frontend,
which uses traditional technologies. Instead of a shift from trusting people or
institutions to trusting algorithms [59], the opposite might occur by a shift from
trusting algorithms to trusting platforms.
The pricing of the analyzed platform is mainly based on transaction costs and does
not differ from traditional platforms. Thereby, Dmarket and Blocklancer charge just
one side of a market and therefore enhance network effects on the other side. This
strategy is known from other platforms [29].
The analyzed blockchain-based platforms have crucial external relationships to
their underlying blockchain technologies. Hence, they are dependent on these, like
firms building their businesses on free and open source software.
Summarizing blockchain specific characteristics could be determined in the
dimensions Governance structure, Accessility & control and Trust & perceived risk,
whereas the dimensions Resources & documentation, Pricing and External
relationships only have minor specific characteristics, which are largely not only
based on blockchain technology. The blockchain specific mechainsms shift parts of
the governance to the users of the platform and thus the platform owner, if it exists,
gives up control over its platform. Thereby, the analyzed platforms for the most part
do not give up control over the design of the platform. Thus, users can only control
the platform within the conditions specified by the owner.

6

Conclusion and Outlook

In this article, we analyze governance mechanisms of blockchain-based platforms
using a case study. For this, we take research on platform governance as a basis and
select four market-oriented platforms for the analysis, which use blockchaintechnology as a key feature. Thus, governance mechanisms emerging by the use of
blockchain-technology can be identified and the research on platform governance and
blockchain-technology can be expanded in several ways. For research on platform
governance specific characteristics of governance mechanisms occurring by
blockchain-technology can be detected, e.g., tokens as boundary resources. For
research on blockchain-technology on the other hand, some of the technological
capabilities can be related to governance on platforms.
However, this study leads to some future research questions and has limitations.
Besides general limitations of case studies, like a subjective interpretation by the
researchers, only public available data is used. Next, future research should include
potential novel characteristics of governance mechanisms, e.g., forks for resolving
different views on decisions [21]. Additionally, we suggest an extensive analysis of
single governance mechanisms in order to generate detailed insights, like tokens as
boundary resources or influence factors of trust in blockchain-based platforms. This is
also in line with Schreieck et al. [7], who motivated for future research on boundary
resources as a platform governance mechanism. Also insights into the distribution of
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decision rights can be achieved by mining and analyzing the ledger of underlying
public blockchains.
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